
exper ience enjoy



You are lucky 

with Vent!
Being in the mountains means experiencing a 

special feeling of freedom. The variety of impressions 

is what makes the mountain world around Vent so 

fascinating. From glacier and ice sea to the rocky 

backdrop, from waterfalls rushing into the valley, 

to imposing peaks, here in the heart of the Ötztal Alps 

you will find one indescribable mountain experience 

after another. And winter has a special charm in Vent.

The altitude of 1.900 m offers a unique snow and 

skiing experience. The rich diversity, but also the 

silence of the mountains opens the horizon 

for new things. A few days of holidays

in Vent unwind, give strength, 

inspire, and raise valuable 

awareness.

We call this time of experiencing

and enjoying »Venter Tage «, (Days in Vent).
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arr iva l .

Immersion 

into a completely 

different world. 

Sparkling white, clear air, 

and a deep blue sky. 

Vent, 1.900 m.

One of Tyrol’s most scenic toboggan runs from Stablein to Vent. 
The most comfortable way to get up

 is with the double chairlift Wildspitze.
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vent .  be  f ree .

Step by step

into unforgettable experiences – 

with enough time 

to open new horizons.
It is not far to the summit 

of the local mountain in Vent – the Talleitspitze, 3.406 m.
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a f irst glance

at the glaciers.

The double chairlift Wildspitze 

hovers up to Stablein from the centre 

of the village. Here the first grandiose 

panorama of the mountains 

and glacier world of Vent unfolds.

You can also enjoy the view from the terrace 
of the panoramic restaurant Stablein. 
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tasty pleasures.

IN THE HEART 
OF THE ÖTZTAL ALPS

Venter Tage

Regional delicacies – 
the five farms in Vent 
not only maintain the 
beautiful landscape,

but also produce 
sustainable and naturally 

for the region.
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over

9.000 years 

of  fascinat ing 

histor y.

Ötzi was probably not

the first person to walk across the 

Hauslabjoch 5.000 years ago.

 Neolithic huntsmen already 

crossed the high mountains in Vent 

some 9.000 years ago.

Even today, more than
3.000 sheep follow this 
ancient trail and cross the 
Niederjoch- ferner on their way 
from the high pastures in Vent.

Vent was permanently settled 
about 800 years ago, 
and the first inn has been 
existing since 1728.

You can find all information 
on the rich history of Vent 
in the Natural Park exhibition 
in Widum Vent, open daily 
from 8.00 am to 10.00 pm.
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Did you know?

The origins of the Tyrolean mountain guide system lie here in Vent. 
Franz Senn, a curate in Vent at the time, had trails laid out in 1860, 
built protective shelters, was co-founder of the German Alpine Club 
in 1869 and is regarded as a pioneer of tourism in Tyrol.

Leander Klotz from Rofen was first to climb the southern summit of 
the Wildspitze in 1848 and afterwards offered his services as a 
„Mountain guide“. His traces were and are still followed by mountain 
guides with typical Vent names like Fimml, Granbichler, Gstrein, 
Kleon, Klotz, Pirpamer, Scheiber, Schöpf.
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mountain guide.With safe steps

on unforgettable paths.

To climb into the mountains with “your“ 
mountain guide – here on the way to 
the Wildspitze – is not only tradition. 
The experience value of guided tours is 
incomparable and makes more fun...
For more information or booking, please 
contact your host or mountain guides 
association in Vent.

Mountain and ski guide Manuel Kleon from Vent.
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vent –

a v i l lage with

character.

Surrounded by herbal meadows, 

pine forests and the highest mountains 

in Tyrol 150 people live at 1,900 m 

in a remarkable village.
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experience culture 

and nature.
Here you’ll find fascinating stories.

The Widum Vent is a small gem. 
The parsonage was also a school 

and is now a museum.
Open daily from 8.00 am to 10.00 pm 

with free entrance,it offers 
a rich look into the nature 

and culture in Vent. 
By the way, history was 

written in Vent several times: 
The discovery of “Ötzi“ 

is only one of them ...
A visit to the Widum 

is highly recommended!
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vent .  sma l l ,

but  power f u l!
Here it still exists – a lively village 

with numerous inns, restaurants, 

and small shops. People know each other 

and of course their guests.
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venter  tage 

in t he hear t

of  t he ötzta l  a lps.

Aft er Sölden, at Zwiesel -

stein you go right and 

already time appears 

to pass more leisurely. 

A whole new world opens. 

Steep mountain forests 

and meadows, decorated 

with courageously built 

farms on the hillsides. 

Every meter the feeling of 

leaving everyday life 

increases, and the un-

mistakable silhouette 

of Vent emerges. Th e church 

of Vent and the facades 

are getting closer. Arrival. 

Th e air is magnifi cent.

Th e small village with its 

150 inhabitants is sur-

rounded by the highest 

mountains of Tyrol. 

Vent has preserved its 

village character wonder-

fully. Virtually every family 

in Vent runs a hotel or 

restaurant, rents rooms 

and apartments, manages 

the surrounding shelters, 

or runs a shop. Vent is an 

outstanding village for 

mountain guides and ski 

instructors, you live here, 

with and from the moun-

tains. 

In Vent there are still fi ve 

intact farms, all of which 

focus on sustainability. 

Whatever possible, it comes 

from the local production 

on the table.

Vent is diff erent. Everything 

here is wonderfully central. 

In a few steps, you have 

everything you need. 

Th e small village at the end 

of the valley has a surpris-

ingly rich infrastructure 

with numerous restaurants, 

retreats, food and sport 

shops. In the winter, you 

live in the middle of your 

own ski area and 

the guests 

appreciate the 

excellent ski 

school. Around 

the village there 

are walking and 

hiking trails. 

One is in the middle of 

nature with a few steps. Th e 

children enjoy it, the parents 

even more.

And the greatest treasure of 

Vent is to be found on the 

mountains. Here, in the 

cradle of Tyrolean mountain 

tourism, the fi rst shelter 

huts were built. Since then 

guests from all over the 

world have been taken up 

into the mountains in the 

summer and winter. Im-

pressive glaciers, peaks, and 

cozy huts are coveted 

destinations. But what makes 

Vent so unique are 

the warm people 

and the unique 

atmosphere that 

attracts those 

who are con-

sciously looking for 

the other.
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places of power!

Whether on the mountain meadows 

around Vent, in the pine forest, 

on the Mutsbichl or at the top of 

one of the peaks. There is enough place 

to find oneself.
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north south route.

Earlier, it was the short and 
safe alpine passage that led 
people to Vent, today it is the 
incomparable landscape and the 
good hotels. The two hikers are 
enjoying the morning sun here 
on the Panorama path. 

Maybe this section between 
the Tiefenbachferner and Vent 
is a part of their way along the 
3.200 km long European long 
distance hiking trail E5. 
In any case, Vent is today’s 
destination.

For thousands of years, Vent has been 
a coveted “transit point” for hikers 
on their way to the south or north.
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magica l

g laciers.

IN THE HEART 
OF THE ÖTZTAL ALPS

Venter Tage

More than a dozen glaciers 
and distant peaks surround Vent.

The eternal ice of the glaciers 
is constantly in motion. 

Ice caves like this one are rare, 
they arise and fade away.

Your mountain guide knows more
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unique.

View of Austria’s highest and permanently populated 
mountain farms at 2.011 m: The Rofenhöfe of the Klotz families,
about 100 meters above Vent, are always worth a visit.

A wonderful hiking trail leads from Vent – 
past the pastures of beautiful Haflinger horses and 

over a suspension bridge – up to the Rofenhöfe. 
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unforget table. The Hochjoch Hospiz run by Thomas Pirpamer 
of the DAV section Berlin is located at 2.413 m. 

In the background the Hintereisspitzen, up to 3.485 m.
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a feast 

for the eyes.

In the middle of the Ötztal 
nature park. Not only the sheep 
on the mountain pastures 
in Vent enjoy the privileged view 
of the glacier tongue of the 
almost 7 kilometres long 
Hintereisferners. To experience, 
for example, on a guided hike.
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beautifu l  v iew.View of the “Schöne-Aussicht “, 
privately run by Paul Grüner at 2.842 m.
The shot was taken during the sheep 
migration mid-September. More than 3.000 sheep 
are guided back into the South Tyrolean 
Schnalstal over the yokes of the 
mountain pastures in Vent.
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on ötzi ’s

t racks.

Not far from here – 
above the Tisenjoch – 

the world famous and over 5,250-year-old 
glacier mummy “Ötzi “was discovered 
by the Simon couple from Nuremberg. 

In the background the 3.606 m high 
peaks of the Similaun, the Marzellspitzen,

and the Hintere Schwärze.
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bi latera l .At 3.019 m at the Niederjoch and already 
on the Italian side is the Similaunhütte, 
owned by Markus Pirpamer from Vent.
Magnificent views of the Niederjochferner 
and the summit of Similaun, 3.606 m.
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lust to stop of f !

The Martin-Busch hut of the 
DAV section Berlin is located at 2.501 m. 

The shelter is managed by the Scheiber family. 
It is the starting point of numerous tours 

and a worthwhile goal for the day.
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glacier cast le.
Highest shelter of the

German Alpine Club at 3.277 m.

The Brandenburgerhaus of the DAV section Berlin
  is perched high above the Gepatsch- and Kesselwandferner. 

The hut is managed by Anna Pirpamer.
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place of longing.

Sunrise with a view 
over the Kesselwandferner and 
the Weißkugel, 3.738 m.
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spir it  of 

adventure.

View of the Vernagthütte of the DAV section Würzburg, 
managed by Martin Scheiber, 2.755 m.

In the background the Vernagtferner.
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ex hi larat ion.

Gerhard Moser and Kilian Scheiber from Vent in the 
early morning at the summit of the Wildspitze, 3.774 m.
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cleared. Wonderfully clear autumn morning 
at the Breslauer Hütte after a 

first snowfall overnight, 2.844 m.
The cabin of the DAV section Breslau 

is managed by Alexander Scheiber.
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breathtaking.

View of the Taschachferner and the 
highest mountain in Tyrol, the Wildspitze, 3.774 m.
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reward. Firn descent 

in bright 

springtime sun.

Skiing circuit Vent: The five-day tour in the 
heart of the Ötztal Alps takes you to 

Tyrol’s highest three-thousanders, such as:
 Similaun, 3.606 m
 Finailspitze, 3.514 m
 Weißkugel, 3.739 m
 Fluchtkogel, 3.500 m
 Wildspitze, 3.774 m
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experience snow.Immerse yourself into a white wonderland!
Not only children enjoy the snow experience in Vent.
Reason for this? Here in the heart of the Ötztal alps 
the snowfalls are frequent.
The altitude of 1.900 m ensures that this is 
maintained until long into spring.
 The snow playground next to the small church 
of Vent is unique and great for children.
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regular guests .

Children love Vent. It is the ideal place to learn to ski. It’s cosy. No 
queuing, no bus to wait for. Everything is well arranged. 

The slopes are just a few steps away, and the ski instructors 
in Vent are committed with their heart and soul.
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vent.  l iv ing 

in the 

sk i  area .

Vent snow playground

Vent cross country trail

Vent children’s ski school

Here beginners and the youngest 
are well cared for.

Gampenlift

Talabfahrt

Ochsenkopflift

Sled run
iftt Perfect for beginners 

and ski pupils

ft Great slope, perfect 
for larger ski children, 
clear and directly 
at the outskirts.
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f ree r ide.

The ski area in Vent offers unique and above all a lot of space 
for skiing fun – even for demanding skiers. The altitude of 
1.900 - 2.680 m is perfect for highest snow comfort and 
snow until spring. No queuing and waiting is guaranteed, 
no crowed slopes – The ski resort is practically only used by 
guests and locals from Vent. You can have time to yourself 
and enjoy the free ride or the refreshment stop in the Panorama 
restaurant Stablein managed by Anna and Attila Manko.
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vent. 

pure sk i ing 

pleasure.

... and a panorama 

that is easy on the eyes.
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holidays 

at  whim.

Would you like to go skiing?
A lunchtime family meeting on the sunny hotel terrace? 
Have a quick look at what the next generation of 
skiers are up to? In the immediate vicinity, you can find 
the lifts of the Vent mountain railways, the children’s 
ski school, or the accommodation. In Vent, everything is 
wonderfully central and easy to reach – you will love this freedom.
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»main traf f ic 

hub«

In Vent, you can still enjoy a special „winter experience “, 
because there is hardly any traffic at the end of the valley. 
All streets and roads are often covered with snow until late winter.
So, you can enjoy the typical crunching of the snow under your 
soles when you walk, you can comfortably pull your children 
on the sled, or ski to the front door.
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family outing.

Five kilometers of pure landscape enjoyment and 
tobogganing fun from Stablein down to Vent. 
Up you go with the double chair lift Wildspitz. 
The rental toboggans are available in the 
Panoramarestaurant Stablein, in the Sport-Alm 
Scheiber or in the Venter Kaufhäusl. A special experience 
on this route is night tobogganing by torchlight.

Fi kil t f l
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t ime and space 

for yoursel f.

Venter Tage (days in Vent) in the heart 
of the Ötztal alps have a special quality.
In a short time, you have arrived in another world.
Pure relaxation and conscious enjoyment. 
It’s not the pace that counts, but the moment.
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feel  nature.

Guided snowshoe hike at the Feldkögele.
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»après-sk i

mood«

What would you like to do next?
Perhaps listen to the silence 

after a stop off for refreshments?
In Vent, the lights lure you 
into the warm hotels or to 

the cosy restaurants for a convivial.
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vent. heart of the 

ötztal a lps.
Th e Ötztal Alps are the 

highest mass elevation of 

the Eastern Alps. No other 

group in the Eastern Alps 

have such a large area at 

altitudes above 3.000 m 

above sea level. Th e moun-

tains around Vent form the 

heart of the Ötztal Alps with 

their highest elevation – 

Th e Wildspitze, 3.774 m.

What particularly 

impresses mountain 

lovers is the seclusion and 

thus the distinctive 

nature experience. 

Herbal meadows, rare 

alpine f lowers, beautiful 

pine forests, and 

impressive glaciers 

characterize the image 

of Vent.
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Ötzi-Fundstelle Ötzi-Fundstelle 
3.210 m3.210 m

LangtalereckhütteLangtalereckhütte
2.430 m2.430 m

Hochwildehaus Hochwildehaus 
2.866 m2.866 m

RamolhausRamolhaus
3.005 m3.005 m

Panoramarestaurant Stablein  2.350 m

Breslauer Hütte  2.844 mBreslauer Hütte  2.844 m

VernagthütteVernagthütte
2.755 m2.755 m

Martin-Busch-Hütte   Martin-Busch-Hütte    
2.501 m2.501 m

Hochjoch-HospizHochjoch-Hospiz
2.413 m2.413 m

TaschachhausTaschachhaus
2.432 m2.432 m

Rauhekopfhütte Rauhekopfhütte 
2.731 m2.731 m

BrandenburgerhausBrandenburgerhaus
3.272  m3.272  m

Similaunhütte    Similaunhütte    
3.019 m3.019 m

Schöne AussichtSchöne Aussicht
2.842 m2.842 m

Rofenhöfe  2.011 mRofenhöfe  2.011 m

SchönwieshütteSchönwieshütte
2.226 m2.226 m
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Hochwilde 3.482 mHochwilde 3.482 m

Schalfkogel 3.537 mSchalfkogel 3.537 m

Gr. Ramolkogel 3.550 mGr. Ramolkogel 3.550 m

Wildes MannleWildes Mannle
 3.023 m 3.023 m

Wildspitze 3.774 mWildspitze 3.774 m

Kreuzspitze 3.455 mKreuzspitze 3.455 m

Talleitspitze 3.408 mTalleitspitze 3.408 m

Hörnle 2.406 mHörnle 2.406 m

Saykogel 3.355 mSaykogel 3.355 m

Fineilspitze 3.514 mFineilspitze 3.514 m

Similaun 3.606 mSimilaun 3.606 m

Marzellspitze 3.540 mMarzellspitze 3.540 m
Hintere Schwärze 3.624 mHintere Schwärze 3.624 m

Mutmalspitze 3.522 mMutmalspitze 3.522 m

Fluchtkogel 3.500mFluchtkogel 3.500m

WeißkugelWeißkugel
3.738 m3.738 m

Ramoljoch 3.189 m Ramoljoch 3.189 m 

MutsbichlMutsbichl
2.361 m2.361 m

Mutspitze 3.257 mMutspitze 3.257 m

Guslarspitzen 3.128 mGuslarspitzen 3.128 m

Kaser 2.300 mKaser 2.300 m

Querkogel 3.448 mQuerkogel 3.448 m

Spiegelkogel 3.424 mSpiegelkogel 3.424 m

Firmisanschneide 3.490 mFirmisanschneide 3.490 m

Diemkogel 3.368 mDiemkogel 3.368 m

Hochvernagtspitze 3.585mHochvernagtspitze 3.585m

Hintergraslspitze Hintergraslspitze 
3.325 m3.325 m

Dahmannspitze 3.397 mDahmannspitze 3.397 m
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Feldkögele 2.018  mFeldkögele 2.018  m

Konzept, Gestaltung: awp IM SINNE DER MARKE, www.awp.cc

Fotografi e: Ötztal Tourismus, Bernd Ritschel (4/5, 6/7, 28/29, 58/59, 76/77, 80/81)
Anton Brey (52/53, 62/63, 66/67, 68/69, 74/75) · Ernst Lorenzi (60/61)

Whgler Wikimedia (12/13, 38/39, 44/45) · Hotel Post, Chris Grüner (22/23, 64/65, 78/79)
photo lohmann, Oetz (34/35, 36/37, 46/47, 48/49, 50/51, 56/57, 70/71, 72/73)

Thomas Grüner (42/43) · Anton Klocker (54/55) · Wildspitze, Isidor Nösig (Einschlagseite)
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View of the Wildspitze, 3.774  m
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